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A novel method of transporting and accelerating
high brightness ion beams, called MEQALAC'', has been
developed at 8rookhaven. The concept and its motivation
will be described first, with reference to other sources
for detail, and then the performance of two operating
McQALACs will be presented.

MEQALAC Concept

MEQALAC is an acronym for "multiple-beam
electrostatic quadrupole array linear accelerator",
"any beamlets propagate simultaneously in individual
cnannels witi. electrostatic quadrupoles of alternating
polarity lining each channel to keep the beams confined
by strong focusing. The number of beamlets depends on
•ne total current desired. One could conceivably have
tans of thousands of beamlets in a square meter carrying
j total of tens of amps. Ouring acceleration (In a
small Wideroe or Alvarez type structure), all beams
share a common rf accelerating gap and drift tube at
jach step of acceleration.

This concept originally evolved as a solution to
:he need for transporting high brightness beams at the
ow beta end of a heavy ion accelerator for inertial
:onfinement fusion. The argument vent as follows.2
:or a given beam energy, it can be shown that the
aximum current transportable in a quadrupole channel,
-e soaca charge limit imax, is independent of'
-annel size; but normalized transverse acceptance,
.-, decreases as channel size decreases. So
•-igh:ar beams can be transported as channel size
rcreases. Thinking ahead to acceleration, this means
"iall cell size, an<S therefore low initial 3 and/or high
reauency. Of course, as i is decreased, so is
,aj(, but the final expression for imax/efjT'
r transverse brightness, varies inversely

with 3. For heavy ion fusion, the full six-dimensional
brightness in the linac is of interest, and it varies as
f»/Sf3. So, high frequency and low initial 3,
i.e., 3<|, maximize 6-0 brightness. Low beta and small
bore size make electrostatic quads a natural choice for
the focusing. Another condition for achieving maximum
6-D brightness, it should be mentioned, is that the
average accelerating field should be about one-fifth of
the electric field at the quad pole tips.

The analysis shows that the space charge limited
current varies as the square of the ratio of channel
radius to cell length, where cell length is twice the
distance between adjacent quads.3 For a Wideroe
structure, then, cell length isSc/f, and it is 2Sc/f
for an Alvarez structure. This parameter should be
maximized in MEQALAC design, or about 0.13. Above this,
the quad length becomes too short. The quaHrupole
fields become distorted, and rf penetration into the
drift space begins to be a problem. Therefore, once a
bore radius, rn, is chosen, the optimum cell length is
rQ/0.13. Once an injection energy (3) is chosen, the
frequency is fixed.

Ml HEQALAC

Preparatory to the f i rs t test of the MEQALAC
concept, a 5/8" single bore channel was used to
transport a 15 kV xenon beam. Using a circular
extraction aperture, not enough beam was matched to the'
channel to f i l l i t to its space charge limit of 2 tnA.
The match was improved with a slit-in-dimple extractor
geometry. A shallow, spherical depression or "dimple"
was stamped into the source cover and extractor plate,
and a narrow s l i t was cut in each (length: width = J : l ) .
The emerging beam was convergent in the long direction
of the s l i t , and divergent in the narrow direction.
Only the angle of convergence could be controlled (by
varying the radius of curvature of the dimple). A
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;igure 1. Sketch of Ml nine-oeam xenon MEQALAC. Quads in LEBT are sandwiched between ground plates, and are
pinned to a criss-crossing matrix of offset rods as shown in cutaway.

rk performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart-
nt of Energy.
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<atched beam must be just that: convergent in one plane
md divergent In the other. With this extractor
;eometry, the space charge limit was reached.

The first test Itself was to build a nine beam
enon MEQALAC. First, It was decided to halve the
nannel and source aperture dimensions, halve the
xtraction gap, and quadruple the are current 1n the
ource. This was accomplished, and the space charge
Imited current through the new channel was'again
btained with the scaled down slit-in-dimple geometry.

The MEQALAC sketched in Figure 1 (see also Figure
) was then built, complete with ion source control
ack, vacuum system, the rf system, in a three month
eriod from July to September, 1979. The initial beam
nergy of 15 kV, final energy of 70 kV, and frequency of
MHz were chosen as a compatible match between a
onvenient source extraction voltage, a small but not
oo small bore size, and an available 700 W amplifier,
nose choices pretty well determined the remaining
achine parameters, which appear in a separate
eport.4-5

Within a week of operation, 90% of the calculated
pace charge limited current was obtained. The results
re sunmarized in Figures 3 and 4. The project was
ndertaken with an eye toward transporting a beam of
eavy ions with the level of brightness called for by
eavy ion fusion. The normalized transverse brightness
f each beamlet was 1.3 x 107 A/cm2 rad2. The 6-0
rigntness per bean was 3.3 x 1029 particies/cm3- rad3,
men is at least ten times the uranium based
rookhaven requirement.=

qnre 2. Photo of part of Ml acceleration section,
snowing quad arrays in the drift spaces. Also shows
rf push/pull bus bar connecting to every other pair
of plates, and their quad connection (connections to
quads between ground plates are at bottom).
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cure 3 Average tenon current from a l l nine channels
of theMl , collected by a Faraday cup terminated
with 1 Kfl (1/2 mA per division).
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Figure 4.
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in 50fl (1 mA per division).

Figure 5. a. 40 kV LEBT design for M2 four-beam H
MEQALAC. Square rod (60 mil x 60 mil) is spot-welded
to 10 mil SS plate, and then spot-welded to each side
of a larger 20 mil SS plate with 90° relative
rotation. Each unit is chemically polished and then
screwed to a boro-nitride insulator with 000-120
f la t head screws. The units are then stacked up to
form a 2 x 2 quadrupole array, and held together by
two rods which also align the array.

b. One of the 2 x 2
qjad units which f i t s in the
dr i f t space pockets of linac as
described in ref.8, square rod is
spot welded to a 15 mil SS plate.
The pole tips are chemically
poHshgd, and the unit is screwed
to one side of the boro-nitride
Insulator with 000-120 f la t head
screws. A similar unit 1s
screwed to the other side with
a 90° rotation to complete the
quadrupole set. The two holes
at the top are for the suspension
and alignment rod.

n MEQALAC

In winter of 1979, work began on an application of
the MEQALAC concept as a possible replacement for *ne
BNL 750 kV Cockcroft-Walton. The bore size was 'educed
a further factor of 201/2, to make i t 3 mm. Th-,s was
partly a result of a decision to accelerate at the same
frequency as the BNL 200 MeV linac, but i t also provided



'an opportunity to push MEQALAC development towards the
itgh frequencies and smaller bore sizes where brighter
jeams are theoretically possible. It was decided to
accelerate H~ using a high current density source. A
SNL Hark til magnetron7 capable of at least lA/cm*
/as chosen.

The first test, matching a 12 kV, 15 mA beam to a 3
m channel, was done 1n February, 1980, in collaboration
vith the BNL If- group. The beam emittance from a
>lit-in-dimple extractor was measured using the H~
jroup's computerized emittance measuring system.
Comparing the result with the calculated channel
acceptance, a maximum of SOt of the beam current could
iave been transported. In fact, 3.3 mA, or 25% was
.ransported.

Work then began on the CocKcroft-Wa]ton
-eplacement, conceptually a four beam, 3 mm bore MEQALAC
nth 20 kV injection Into a six cell DC transport
•ection ("LE8T") followed by a two tank Unac. After
.onstructing the first tank and doing some tests with
t, it became apparent that the cell length was too
nail to get reasonable quadrupole lengths in the
vailable drift space in the tank, and a decision was
iade to increase the injection energy to 40 kV. The
atio of quad length to cell length Uien Increased about
0%. Also, the quadrupole geometries in LEBT and linac
fere changed to increase their voltage holding
apability (see Figure 5). A pair of voltage pulsers
'ere built for the Hnac quads as well, since the quad
oltage requirement was the most severe.

The higher source voltage necessitated a double gap
•xtractor, namely a 2 ran gap followed by a 2-1/2 mm gap.
he aperture was simplified from slits-1n-d1mples back
o flat circular holes with successively increasing
\ameter.

3eam matching experiments *ith the new LEBT were
asumed in fall, 1980. Some results of these
xperiments are presented in Figure 6. At 10 kV, 3.7 mA
er channel was transported (15 mA total), with 15 mA
er hole from the source.

Tests of the new first tank, which accelerates from
•3 kV to about 120 kV, are presently underway. Like the
earlier first tank, it is a resonant section of inter-
igital waveguide (see description, ref. 8 ) . The design
f both tanks, as well as the design of the second tank,
nich accelerates from 120 kV to 750 kV, 1s discussed 1n
related paper in these proceedings.3 Some

arameters of LEBT and Tank 1 are listed in Table I.

Table I. MZ MEQALAC Parameters

.E3T
Cell length, L
Quad radius, rn
No. of cells y

rWL
Quad length/L

13.8 mm
1.5 rim +5%
6-1/2 "
0.109
0.4 for f i rs t 6 cells
0. for last half cell

rank 1 (Wideroe, 40 k\r-120 kV)
Quad radius 1.5 mm +5*
Input 8X/2 7.5 mn
Output 8A /2 11.7 nrn
Quad length/L 0.28
No. of accel. gaps 10
Frequency 4 MHz
Input power 5 kW

10 IS 20 23 30 39 40

'TOT (kV)

Figure 6. a. The LEBT of Fig. 5a. was divided into
two parts. Maximum beam current out as a function
of beam energy was obtained for the quad voltages
shown. The voltage of the front half (Vi.g) was
lower than that of the back half (Va-12)- Loss of
beam current occurred in the front half only; none
was lost in the rest of LEBT, indicating that the
beam was well matched by then.

b. 3eam current per channel out of LtBT as
3 function of (voltage across second extractor gap)/
(•/oltage across first extractor gap), for three
beam energies. The curren; directly out of the
source behaved similarly, but transport through
LEBT was more efficient for high ratios. The beam
was more focussed at high ratios, which could be
the reason for the improved efficiency.
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